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Abstract
After decades of operations of environmental systems such as GTCs and FTCs, operating
conditions may have changed such that severe pressure is exerted on the remaining economic
lifetime. Capacity drift of the constituting components is an additional factor that may weaken
the prospects for the systems. As a consequence, investment requirement may become acute or
operational limits may be imposed on the associated production plants (smelter and anode
baking furnace, respectively). This article describes approaches towards improving performance
and stretching the economic lifetime of such systems at optimized capital expenditure. It
describes a structured approach to debottlenecking, accommodating all objectives in terms of
cost, capacity and energy and emission limitations. The result is an optimum with respect to
CAPEX and OPEX, whereby solutions are evaluated based on investment per unit of capacity.
In addition, the article presents a project that was executed at Aluminerie de Bécancour with the
described objective of prolonging the economic lifetime of the FTC at minimum investment.
Process conditions (increased fume volumes, altered pitch burning conditions, pet coke
impurities, etc.) had changed significantly since the commissioning of the system in 1985 and
during this project, the conditioning tower was replaced with a new and improved design.
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debottlenecking.
1.

Introduction

Usually, the conclusion that a GTC or FTC is reaching the end of its economic lifetime can be
deducted from operational indicators showing that the system is on the limits of its capacity.
More likely, this conclusion will be made apparent by a growing list of shortfalls in production
as well as rising maintenance costs. For example in the case of an FTC, typical signs are:
 Tar blockages of spray lances and in ducts or even bags,
 Frequent deluge of the ducting,
 Excessive filter bag wear,
 Control valves fully open (loss of control).
Escalation will obviously compromise the associated primary production process (smelting and
anode baking respectively), which is unacceptable. Replacement or overhaul of the
underperforming system comes at a substantial and possibly prohibitive CAPEX penalty and
debottlenecking or partially upgrading the system is usually more attractive. For optimized
performance and capital allocation, there is a structured, step–wise strategy towards this
debottlenecking process.
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